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3. OTA
3.1 What is OTA?
OTA﻿update﻿ is﻿a﻿method﻿of﻿ remotely﻿distributing﻿maintenance﻿updates,﻿performance﻿and﻿feature﻿
enhancements﻿ throughout﻿vehicle﻿ lifespan﻿ (Windriver,﻿2019).﻿ It﻿ allows﻿VMs﻿ to﻿manage﻿upgrade﻿
process﻿of﻿ each﻿ individual﻿ vehicle﻿via﻿ cellular,﻿Wi-Fi,﻿Bluetooth﻿or﻿ other﻿ connectivity.﻿ It﻿ allows﻿
the﻿update﻿of﻿ individual﻿vehicle﻿ECUs/systems﻿(Khurram﻿et﻿al.,﻿2016).﻿Each﻿ECU﻿in﻿ the﻿vehicle﻿
has﻿ firmware﻿ controlling﻿ its﻿ operation.﻿ Firmware﻿ is﻿ software﻿ that﻿ is﻿ semi-permanently﻿ placed﻿ in﻿
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the﻿ process﻿ if﻿ failure﻿ occurs,﻿ this﻿ negatively﻿ impacts﻿ battery﻿ life.﻿A﻿known﻿vulnerability﻿ around﻿
downloading﻿using﻿the﻿PULL﻿mechanism﻿is﻿to﻿supply﻿an﻿incorrect﻿URL﻿to﻿pull﻿malicious﻿firmware﻿
(Riggs﻿et﻿al.,﻿2018).
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Figure 2. Typical network
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Diagnostics﻿Services﻿ (UDS)﻿ is﻿ a﻿protocol﻿used﻿ in﻿ application﻿ layer﻿ (OSI﻿network-stack)﻿ and﻿has﻿
Table 1. Traditional update





Figure 3. Update methods
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This﻿ level﻿ handles﻿maximum﻿payload﻿ of﻿ 4095﻿ bytes.﻿The﻿ highest﻿ level﻿ is﻿ the﻿UDS﻿ application﻿
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Table 3. encryption and hashing speed in seconds on CAN/CAN-FD
Bus Utilisation 
Frame /s
Classical CAN (s) for 1MB CAN-FD (s) for 1MB
AES-128 SHA256 AES-128 SHA256
0.2 839680 860160 20480 20480
0.5 335872 344064 8192 8192
1 167936 172032 4096 4096
2 83968 86016 2048 2048
5 33587 34406 819 819
10 16793 17203 409 409
20 8396 8601 204 204
50 3358 3440 - -
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Figure 4. Virtual TPM (Petri et al., 2016)
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Figure 5. AUTOSAR Architecture (Embitel, n.d.)
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